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Abstract. This paper is concerned with the investigation of the controllability and observability of Caputo fractional 
differential linear systems of any real order  .  Expressions for the expansions of the evolution operators in powers 
of the matrix of dynamics are  first obtained. Sets of linearly independent continuous functions or matrix functions 
,which are also Chebyshev systems,  appear in such expansions in a natural way. Based on the properties of such 
functions, the controllability and observability of the Caputo fractional differential system of real order are 
discussed as related to their counterpart properties in the corresponding standard system defined for 1 . 
Extensions are given to the fulfilment of those properties under non- uniform sampling. It is proved that the choice of 
the appropriate sampling instants ion not restrictive as a result of the properties of the associate Chebyshev systems.   
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1. Introduction 
Caputo fractional calculus is a very useful tool to calculate alternative solutions to the classical ones in  
many applications as, for instance, in dynamic systems (see, for instance, [1-3]). Since the fractional order 
 can be a non positive integer, even real or complex, the technique can be used to better fix the 
trajectory solution of mathematical models to obtained experimental data due to modelling or measuring 
errors. On the other hand, the so- called Chebyshev system of n linearly independent functions in the 
Banach space of continuous functions   b,aC , endowed with the supremum norm, has the important 
property, due to Haar, that each non- trivial polynomial polynomial of this system has at most (n-1) 
distinct zeros in  b,a , [4]. There are many sets of linearly independent functions which are Chebyshev 
systems as , for instance, (a) The sets  10  n,...,k:t k  , respectively,  10  n,...,k:ktcos on any 
real interval  b,a  of nonzero finite measure,  respectively, on  20 ,  and (b) the 
set   10  n,...,k:ttf k   with f(t) being continuous and with no zeros on  b,a  is a Chebyshev 
system on  b,a . The linearly independent functions defining the expansions of the 0C - semigroup 
  0Rt:e tA , of  differential generator A,  in powers of A are a Chebyshev system on any interval 
  /,   where   is the maximum eigenfrequency ; i.e. the maximum absolute imaginary part of 
any complex eigenvalues, if any, and otherwise  (see [5-7], firstly discussed in [6]). In [5], it is 
proven that the property holds even if A is a complex matrix which is not related by a similarity 
transformation  to some real one, i.e. some potential complex eigenvalues may not have their complex 
conjugate counterparts as eigenvalues. In [6-7], the Haar property of Chebyshev systems is used to 
formulate  the  following properties: 
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(a) controllability to the origin ( roughly speaking, the ability to steer any initial condition to 
the equilibrium in any finite time by injecting some admissible control) under, in general,  
non-uniform (also referred to as aperiodic or non-periodic) sampling  
(b) observability (the ability to calculate initial conditions from past values of a measured 
output trajectory) under, in general,  non-uniform sampling  
(c) identifiability (the ability to compute the values of the parameters from output 
measurements and  eventually  time- derivatives up till some order of the output trajectory)  
and model matching of linear and time- invariant systems also under, in general,  non-
uniform sampling.  
It has been proven in the above papers that the Haar property ensures that the corresponding properties 
are transferred from the continuous- time dynamic system to its discrete-time counterpart for infinitely 
many choices of sets of sufficient large cardinal (exceeding a lower-bound being dependent on the degree 
of the minimal polynomial of A and the dimensions of the output and input spaces) of distinct sampling 
instants. The particular choices of the sampling instants may be done by some practical considerations as, 
for instance, to achieve a well- conditioned coefficient matrix of the resulting algebraic problem  related 
to controllability, observability, local identifiability etc. The study of the properties of controllability, 
reachability (related to controllability to any final state), observability and constructability (closely related 
to observability) under  non-uniform sampling has been extended more recently to positive linear 
continuous time systems, namely, those having nonnegative state and output trajectory for any given non-
negative initial conditions and controls,  [8].  
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to some preliminary results concerning the 
expansions of the evolution operators of the solution in powers of the matrix of dynamics of  a linear 
time- invariant dynamic system.  Sets of Chebyshev systems appear in a natural way in such expansions. 
The results are extended in Section 3  for Caputo fractional dynamic systems on any real order . Those 
results are used in Sections 4-5 to discuss the properties of observability and controllability and their 
counterparts under non-uniform sampling. Many other  theoretical studies and applications have been 
performed. In [10], the reconstruction problem from non-uniform data is focused on. In [11], the general 
non-uniform sampling in a stochastic framework is investigated. The problem of sequential estimation 
under non-uniform sampling is studied in [13]. In [12, 14-15], some estimation properties and application  
under non-uniform sampling are described. The sampling efficiency in event-based sampling laws of 
signals is discussed in [16]. Finally, some filtering properties under non-uniformly sampled signals are 
investigated in [17]. 
I.1. Some notation used is  00  RR : ;  0  z:z: RR . A corresponding notation 
 ZZ ,0  are used for  the corresponding subsets of the integer set Z. 
  n,,,:n 21 ;  Zn . 
2. Preliminaries on the expansions of exp(At) and associate Chebyshev systems 
This section is devoted to preliminary basic results about useful sets of linearly independent real functions  
and real matrix functions of time, which are also Chebyshev systems  [4-7]),  and  used for the expansions 
of the evolution operators defining the solution of the differential system. 
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Lemma 2.1. Assume that   is the degree of the minimal polynomial of nnA C . Then 
  01   i:A nni C  is a linearly independent set of matrices. 
 
Proof: Proceed by contradiction by assuming that the set   01   i:A nni C  is linearly 
dependent so that there is a non- identically zero set   01   i:i C  such  that 01
1


i
i
i A
  . 
Assume that 0j  for  01 j  so that 
    




   



 i
ji
i
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ji
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j AAA
11
1
1
                                                                                           (2.1) 
Choose       01001   ik;:imaxj k  which always exists since 
  01   i:i C  is  a non identically zero set and 10  j . Thus,   iji ijj AA 



1
1
1
   
and some 10  j  is then the degree of the minimal polynomial of A what contradicts that such a 
degree is  .                                                                                                                                           □ 
Lemma 2.2. The following formula   k
k
k
p ApaA 


1
0

holds  with unique complex coefficients  pa k ; 
 01  k ,    Zp . 
Proof: Note from  Cayley- Hamilton theorem that   k
k
k AaA 
 


1
0
, thus,  
      AaAaAaA k
k
k
k
k
k 1
1
2
0
1
1
0
1 




    
                


  


 
k
k
k
k
k
k AaaAa 


 1
0
1
1
1
1  
                 k
k
kk Aaaa

 

1
0
11

    k
k
k Aa



1
0
1
                                                   (2.2) 
so that  the above identity holds irrespective of A if and only if : 
              
  1
0
0
11
11   kkkkk aaa
aaaaa ;  01 k ,   01  a  
                                                                                                                                                         (2.3) 
Proceeding recursively with the above formulas, one gets for all 1 pZ  
  11
0
1 


   k
k
k
p ApaA         k
k
kk Aipapapa

 

1
0
11 111

       
            k
k
k Apa



1
0
                                                                                                             (2.4) 
with 
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         
 
 
1
0
1 111
p
i
k
i
k
p
k ipaaaapa                                                     (2.5) 
The uniqueness of the coefficients  follows from Lemma 2.1 as follows. Assume that there are two sets of 
coefficients such that     k
k
´
k
k
k
k
p ApaApaA  




1
0
1
0

. Then: 
     01
0


k
k
´
kk Apapa

 which implies    papa ´kk  ;  01 pk ;    Zp  from 
Lemma 2.1 since   01   i:A nni C  is  a linearly independent set. 
 
Alternative proof:  Equivalently, proceed by complete induction by assuming that  
    11
0
1
0
1 




   k
k
k
jk
k
k
j AjaAaA   ; 1 pj                                                   (2.6) 
with 
         
 
 
1
0
1 111
j
i
k
i
k
j
k ijaaaaja    ; 1 pj                                   (2.7) 
Then, it follows that (2.4) holds with  
        111 11   jajajaja kkk    
                
 
 
1
0
1 111
j
i
k
i
k
j ijaaaa   ;  01 k ,   01  ja ,  1 pj  
                                                                                                                                                        (2.8)  □ 
A particular case of interest of (2.8) is  
        111 11   nananana kkk   
                  


  
1
0
1 111

  
n
i
k
i
k
n inaaaa ;  01 k ,   011  na             (2.9) 
what allows to interpret the two following  common formulas for the Cayley- Hamilton theorem: 
 
  k
k
k AaA 
 


1
0
  ;   k
k
k
n AnaA 


1
0

                                                                                     (2.10) 
where n and n are, respectively, the degrees of the minimal and characteristic polynomials of A. On 
the other hand, it is possible to extend the expansion of powers of A up till the degree of the characteristic 
polynomial of A through the use of modified coefficients  .a k as follows: 
    k
k
k
kn
k
k
n AaAnaA  




1
0
1
0
 
           kn
k
k
k
k
k AnaAna 





11
0 
        


  kn
k
k
k
k
k AnaAna
1
0
1
0
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              


   


 


j
j
j
n
k
k
k
k
k AkanaAna
1
0
1
0
1
0


   
               j
j
j
n
k
kj Akanana 



  




 
1
0
1
0
 
                                                                        (2.11) 
so that        kanaana jn
k
kjj 



1

  ;  01 nk  and it  turns out that the extension also works 
for pA ;    Zp  with     kk aa  ;  01 pk , and  
       kapaapa k
p
j
jkk 


1

  ;  01 pk                                                                  (2.12) 
for  1 p . It has been proven the following: 
 
Lemma 2.3. There exist  complex coefficients  pa k  and  pa k ;  01 pk  ;    Zp , 
such that the formulas     kp
k
k
k
k
k
p ApaApaA  




1
0
1
0

 are true. Those sets of coefficients coincide if 
p .                                                                                                                                                      □ 
 
It turns out that he sets of expanding coefficients are real if the matrix A is real or if it is complex being 
similar to a real one, i.e. all complex values, if any,  appear by complex conjugate pairs or identical 
multiplicities. Now, the above results are related to the fundamental matrices of time- invariant 
differential systems as follows. Consider 0C - semigroup    0Rt:e:t tA of infinitesimal 
generator nnA C  is an evolution operator in  nL C  point-wise defined by   tAet   the defining 
the trajectory solutions     0xttx  of the differential system of order n    txAtx  ;   00 xx  . An 
equivalent description is that nn:  CR 0  is the fundamental matrix  function (or the state-
transition matrix function) of the above differential system. The expansions of  t  in finite powers of 
A, being non less than its minimal polynomial, where studied in detail for nnA C in [4-7] by using 
Chebyshev sets of complex functions. 
Lemma 2.4.  The formulas     kp
k
k
tA Ap,te:t 


1
0
 ; p  for linearly independent sets of 
functions   010   pk:p:: kp RR  which are unique and analytic in R for each 
p and which satisfy a p-order linear time-invariant differential system on R  . 
Proof: It follows after using Lemma 2.3 with     kp
k
k
k
k
k
p ApaApaA  




1
0
1
0

 that 
    






0
1
0k
p
k pk
kkkkkk
tA
!k
tA
!k
tA
!k
tAe:t  




1
0

k k
kkkk
!k
tA
!k
tA   
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                    k
k i
i
k
k
A
!i
tia
!k
t 


 




 
1
0


  k
k
k A,t


1
0

  
                      kp
k pi
i
k
k
A
!i
tia
!k
t 


 






1
0
   kp
k
k Ap,t



1
0
  , p                                  (2.13) 
with   100 p, ,   00 p,i ;  01 pi , where  
   




i
i
k
k
k !i
tia
!k
t,t ;  01 k                                                                             (2.14) 
   


pi
i
k
k
k !i
tia
!k
tp,t ;  01  pk , p                                                             (2.15) 
Using the recursive expressions (2.9) for the    .a .  in the above formula and using also the recursions 
(2.12) for the   .a . ;  01 pk , one gets: 
  ,tk        


  







 111
0
11 

 iakakaka
!i
t
!k
t
k
ki
kk
ki
k
i
ik 


  
                                                                              ;  01 k ,   01  ia   ; i              (2.16) 
        


 






pi
i
k
i
j
jk
k
k !i
tkaiaa
!k
tp,t
1

 ;  01 k  , p                            (2.17) 
These functions satisfy sets of linear time – invariant ordinary differential equations as follows: 
   tAt       11
0
1
0




  kp
k
k
k
p
k
k Ap,tAp,t   
                              ppkp
k
k Ap,tAp,t 1
1
1  
   ; p                                                       (2.18) 
what implies  
         011
1
10  

 
 ppk
p
k
kkn Ap,tAp,tp,tIp,t                                             (2.19) 
the above constraint holds for any matrix A so that functions in the sets 
  010   p:p::p  RRΒ  , p  are linearly independent since they are the 
solutions of the linear time-invariant differential system: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 






























 p,t
p,t
p,t
pa
pa
pa
p,t
p,t
p,t
ppp 1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
100
001
000















;   100 p, ,   00 p,i ;  01 pi  
                                                                                                                                                        (2.20) 
; p ,  01 pk  with     kk aa  ;  01 k , whose respective unique 
solutions are: 
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     p,fep,tf tpa 0                                                                                                          (2.21) 
where         Tp p,t,,p,t,p,tp,tf 110     with     T,,,ep,f 0010 1  , and  
 
 
 
 










 pa
pa
pa
p
p
a
1
1
0
100
001
000




                                                                                                (2.22) 
Then, there exist unique sets   010   pk:p:: kp RRΒ   of  linearly independent 
functions, which are unique and analytic in R for each p  from (2.21)-(2.22), such that the 
formulas     kp
k
k
At Ap,tet 


1
0
  hold;  0Rt , p .                                                      □ 
Remark 2.5: Note that it has been proven that there exist sets     01 k:pa: kpΑ  and 
    01 pk:pa: kpΑ ; p  of complex coefficients, with 
    kk aa  ;  01 k , such that the following polynomial expansions are true 
  k
k
k AaA 


1
0

  ,     k
k
k
k
n
k
k
n AnaAnaA  




1
0
1
0

 where  and n are the degrees of the minimal and 
the characteristic polynomial of A, respectively. In general, 
      kp
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
p ApaApaAaA  






1
0
1
0
1
0

  for p . Those sets are unique for each p . 
The above formulas imply that there exist unique sets   010   pk:p:: kp RRΒ   of  
linearly independent functions, which are unique and analytic in R for each p  from (2.21)-(2.22), 
such that the formulas     kp
k
k
At Ap,tet 


1
0
  hold; p .                                                     □ 
The following result is useful to relate the coefficients of the minimal and characteristic polynomials of A 
to the two more relevant versions of the Cayley- Hamilton theorem: 
 
Lemma 2.6. Assume that    Annn JsIdetAsIdet)A(p   is the characteristic polynomial of a 
nonzero matrix A of  n order  and Jordan form AJ . Then,     kn
k
k
n
n snasAp 
1
0
. 
Assume that  , with n 1 , is the degree of the minimal polynomial of A, )A(p . Then, 
        k
k
kAA sasJˆpJpAp 
 



1
0
 where ETJTEEJEJˆ A
T
A
T
A
1 is a  -square 
matrix and T and E  are n- square non-singular and n  matrices, respectively, which are unique except 
multiplication by a nonzero scalar  and  Ap  is the characteristic and minimal polynomial of AJˆ . 
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Proof: The first part follows from  the Cayley- Hamilton theorem in the form   kn
k
k
n AnaA 

 1
0
and the 
fact that the matrix satisfies its own characteristic polynomial. If  is the degree of the minimal 
polynomial of A then there exist a non-singular real n-matrix T and a n  real matrix E, formed by 
identity and zero block matrices of appropriate orders which pickup from AJ  the higher-order Jordan 
blocks of each eigenvalue of A , whose orders are given by the respective index of each eigenvalue,  such 
that  the identities ETJTEEJEJˆ A
T
A
T
A
1  hold. The last identity holds from the Cayley- 
Hamilton theorem  since the characteristic polynomial of  AJˆ and the minimal polynomial  of A and 
AJ coincide.                                                                                                                                    □ 
 
3. The expansions  of evolution operators of functional fractional Caputo differential systems and 
their associate Chebyshev systems 
The above results are extended to the following  fractional Caputo differential systems of order  : 
        tuBtxAtxDC 0                                                                                                   (3.1) 
with   kk  R1 ; for some  01 Zk,k  and mnB R is the control matrix. If 1  then 
(3.1) is referred to in the sequel as the standard system. The initial conditions are 
        jjj xxx j 0000  ;  01 kj . The admissible function vector m:u RR 0  is 
any given bounded piecewise continuous control function. The following result is concerned with the 
unique solution on 0R  of the above differential fractional system (3.1). The proof follows directly from 
a parallel existing result from the background literature on fractional differential systems by grouping all 
the additive forcing terms of (3.1)  in a unique one (see, for instance [1], Eqs. (1.8.17), (3.1.34)-(3.1.49), 
with      tuBtxAtf  ).The linear and time- invariant differential functional fractional differential 
system (3.1) of any order  0C  has the following unique solution on 0R  for each given set of initial 
conditions and each given  control  m:u RR 0  being  a bounded piecewise continuous control 
function: 
   

 1
0
0
k
j
jj
j xtttx           duBttt   0 1 ;  0t R                                 (3.2) 
with   1 Rek  if Z and k if Z .  The matrix functions  tj ,  01  kj and  
 t  from 0R  to nnR  are calculated via the Mittag- Leffler functions which, after using the 
identities     





  AaAaA
p 




1
0
1
0

; p  from Lemma 2.3 for the matrix A , lead to: 
   

 

0
0
1

 j
tAtj 

  
 
  


 Aji
tia
j
t
i
i
 


 






1
0 11



     
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              

 A,tj



1
0

  ;  01  kj  
             
 
  

 Aji
tia
j
tp
pi
i
 


 






1
0 11 

 
               

 Ap,t
p
j



1
0
 ; p ,  01  kj                                                             (3.3) 
           





 
 0
1
0 111 



 p
p tAtAtA
t 

     
                   
 
   
 
 Ai
tatp
pi
i
k 


 






1
0 11 

 ; p        
                        

 Ap,t
p


1
0
 ; p                                                                                     (3.4)  
 0Rt , where, provided that      ZR kk 1 ,  RR 0:  is the  - function of 
definition domain restricted to 0R   and the  elements of  the sets of  functions 
  010   p:p:: jpj  RR  ;  01  kj  and 
  010   p:p::p  RR  ; p are defined for  0Rt as follows: 
   
 
 



 

 pi
i
j ji
tia
j
tp,t
11 

 

  ; 1 kj ,  01 p , p       (3.5) 
    
 
  



 

 pi
i
k
i
tatp,t
11 





  ; p                                                               (3.6) 
 
Remark 3.1: Note that the homogeneous solution of the fractional differential system is given by: 
   

 1
0
0
k
j
jj
j xtttx                                                                                                                   (3.7) 
Then, 
        










 1
0
1
0
0
k
j
j
jk
j
j
jC ttAtttD                                                                            (3.8) 
(see, for instance, [1] and [3]). On the other hand, if  only  one of the above point initial conditions 
        jjjj xxx 0000   is nonzero for some arbitrary  01  kj  then, (3.8) is 
decomposable for each additive term resulting in: 
    jjj xtttx 0                                                                                                                         (3.9) 
Thus,  tj  is a fundamental matrix  01  kj  which satisfies the fractional differential 
system of order  : 
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    ttAttD jjjjC   0      
      









 




 11
0
1
0
0





 Ap,tttAp,ttD
p
j
j
p
j
C j                                                    (3.10) 
;  01  kj . Note that the fractional system becomes the standard one for 0j and 1  so that 
pp  10 (defined in Lemma 2.4) and   tAet  .                                                                           □ 
 
The following result of Section 2 extends the linear independence of the functions expanding tAe  to 
those  appearing in the expansions of  tj ;  01  kj  and  t : 
  
Lemma 3.2: All the sets of functions   010   p:p:: jpj  RR   and 
  010   p:p::p  RR  ;    Zp are analytic and linearly independent 
on R for any given R ,  Zk fulfilling kk  1 and  01  kj ,    Zp . 
Furthermore, the sets pj satisfy a p-order linear time-invariant fractional differential system on R , 
 01  kj  . 
 
Proof: The sets of functions are analytic since from their defining formulas, it follows that they are 
infinitely differentiable on R . Their linear independence is proven by contradiction. Since the rows of 
the fundamental matrices of solutions  tj ;  01  kj  of the Caputo fractional differential 
system of order   are linearly independent on 0R , it follows that   00    tT j  for 
any   pTp,,,: R  21 ; p . But, if pj is a linearly dependent set on 0R , since 


  TpT
n AAI
1  is a full row rank matrix, then it exists 0 such that 
 
 
 
 
0
1
1
0
1 














 








np,j
nj
nj
pT
n
T
j
j
Ip,t
Ip,t
Ip,t
AAItt
T


 
 
 
0
1
1
0




















np,j
nj
nj
Ip,t
Ip,t
Ip,t

     (3.11) 
;  Rt which contradicts that 0 in order that  tj  be  a fundamental matrix , i.e. their rows are 
linearly independent functions. The functions in the set    010   p:p::p  RR   
are also linearly independent  from the above considerations for the particular case k , 1 kj  of 
pj .  Note that the functions in the various sets are zero for t=0 so that linear independence is 
restricted to R .   On the other hand, the functions in the set pj satisfy the differential system: 
       









 



 11
0
1
0
0





 Ap,ttAp,tD
p
j
p
j
C                                                            (3.12)    
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;  01  kj , subject to initial conditions     !j/j/p,j 11100    ,   00 p,j  ; 
1 kj , 1 p , p .  The functions in the sets p   satisfy initial conditions  
        //p, 11100   1 kj ,     000  p,p,j    ; 1 kj , 1 p , 
p .                                                                                                                                              □ 
 
4. Observability and controllability of  linear fractional differential time- invariant systems  
Consider the Caputo fractional differential system (3.1) with a measurable output  defined by  
    txCty                                                                                                                                 (4.1) 
for some nzC  R  with   nz  Z . The following observability property is characterized. 
 
Definition 4.1.  The Caputo fractional differential system of order   is said to be observable in the 
observation time interval  t,0  if   jj xx 00  ;  01 kj can be uniquely calculated from the 
measurable output  ty  ;  t,t 0  for some real interval  t,0  of nonzero measure.                       □ 
 
Theorem 4.2. The  Caputo fractional differential system (3.1), (4.1) of order  is observable in  t,0  
for any finite  Rt  only if the standard dynamic system, i.e. that resulting when 1 , that is:  
      tuBtxAtx   ;    txCty                                                                                             (4.2) 
is observable. 
 
Proof: First, consider the homogeneous Caputo fractional differential system (3.1), i.e. 0u . One gets 
from (3.2) – (3.3): 
    


 

1
0
0
k
j
jj
j xtCtty     


  



1
0
0
1
0
k
j
j
p
j
j xAp,tCt 

  
           p,tT  
   0xp,C,A....
k
p,C,ADiagBlock








ObOb                                               (4.3) 
where  TT k,TT x,....,x,x:x 1001000  , and 
          sp,k,ks,k,ksp,sT Ip,ttIp,ttIp,tIp,t:p,t 1110111000      
                                                                                                                                                          (4.4) 
  0Rt is a skps   real matrix function ;  p   where  









1

AC
CA
C
:,C,AOb . Since (4.2) is 
observable then  
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         np,C,Arank,C,Aranknkp,C,A....
k
p,C,ADiagBlockrank 








ObObObOb     
                                                                                                                                                    (4.5) 
Furthermore, since the sets   010   p:p:: jpj  RR   are linearly independent on 
R  from Lemma 3.2, the map from nkR  to  t,s 0R  ;  Rt  from the initial conditions to the 
output- trajectory of the homogeneous system defined by (4.3) is injective. Thus, 0x  can be uniquely 
calculated from  :y nkR   t,s 0R . The sufficiency part has been proven. The necessity is obvious 
since if the rank in (4.4) is less than n, so that (4.2) is not observable, then the above mentioned map 
from nkR  to  t,s 0R   is not injective. The above considerations on (4.3)-(4.5) may be extended  
directly to the case that  the admissible  control u(t) is nonzero with its proof remaining valid,  by 
replacing via (3.2) and (4.1): 
   txCty      tyty           duBtCtt   0 1                                                □ 
 
Remark 4.3. Note that Definition 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 characterize the observability property on any 
time interval of nonzero measure so that the property is independent of the time interval used for 
observation purposes. On the other hand, the property is independent of   because it implies the 
observability of the standard system (4.2) and it is implied by such an observability.                          □ 
 
Remark 4.3 is formally enounced in the subsequent result: 
 
Corollary 4.4. The observability property of the Caputo fractional differential system (3.1), (4.1) is 
independent of  any real  fractional order  ,with kk  1 for any given  Zk , and independent of 
the observation interval provided  it is  of nonzero measure.                                                                  □ 
 
The observability  property can be tested as follows. 
 
Corollary 4.5.  The Caputo fractional differential system (3.1), (4.1) of any real order  , with 
kk  1  for any given  Zk , is observable if and only if  any of the three equivalent conditions 
holds: 
  1) nCACACrank TTTTT 

 1                                                                   (4.6) 
  2)   nCAIrank TTn   ;  A                                                                                (4.7) 
where  A  is the spectrum of A 
  3)     00   d,CC Tt T , for any finite time interval  t,0   of nonzero measure  
        tt...ttt:t k,k 1110                                                                        (4.8)   
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Proof: The equivalence of Conditions 1-2 follows  from  the  equivalence of the observability test  for the 
standard system (i.e. 1 k ) with  the Popov- Belevitch – Hautus spectral observability test , [8-9], 
with the observability of any Caputo fractional system of order   with kk  1  by using Corollary 
4.4. The equivalence of Conditions 1-2 with Condition 3 follows from the fact that the observability of 
the fractional system of order  is uniform with respect to time (Theorem 4.2 or Corollary 4.4) and  the 
fact that (3.7) into (4.1) with (4.8) yields for the unique (nontrivial) measurable output trajectory of the 
homogeneous fractional system of order  for each   knx R 00 : 
        00000 xdCCxdyy Tt TTt T                                                            (4.9) 
for any time interval   t,0  finite of nonzero measure. Thus,   knx R 00  is unique from (4.9), and 
then the system is observable, if and only if     00   dCC Tt T . Thus, Condition 3 is 
equivalent to Conditions 1- 2.                                                                                                               □ 
 
Remark 4.6. Note from Condition 3 of Corollary 4.5 that if the Caputo fractional system of order  , 
with kk  1 , is observable then: 
 
        00 00 2    dCCdCC jTt T jjTt T jj   ;  01  kj  
for any finite time interval  t,0   of nonzero measure. This is easily seen by taking initial conditions such 
that 00 jx  for some  01 kj  while 00 ix ,    01  kji .                                      □ 
 
Remark 4.7. Note that Theorem 4.2 is alternatively  proven from the spectral observability  test as 
follows. Since the rank in (4.7) can only be lost  for  A   then (4.7) is equivalent to: 
  nCAIrank TTn   ; C                                                                                             (4.10)     
Using Agarwal´s Laplace transform of (3.1), [2], the spectral observability of the Caputo fractional 
system of  order  is lost if and only if   nCAIrank TTn   for some C . Thus, note that: 
  nCAIrank TTn   , some C   nCAIrank TTn   1   for  /11        (4.11) 
  nCAIrank TTn   , some C   nCAIrank TTn  1   for  1        (4.12) 
 
Then, the Caputo fractional system of order , with kk  1 , is (is not) spectrally observable 
(equivalently, observable) if and only if  the standard system 1 k  is ( is not) spectrally observable.□ 
 
The controllability property is now discussed:  
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Definition 4.8. The Caputo fractional differential system of order   is said to be controllable in the time 
interval  t,0  of nonzero finite measure if it exists an admissible control   mt,:u R0  which  steers 
the state –trajectory solution to any prescribed value  tx*x   for any given initial conditions.        □ 
 
Theorem 4.9.  The Caputo fractional differential system (3.1), (4.1) of any real order  , with 
kk  1  for any given  Zk ,  is controllable if and only if  any of the three equivalent conditions 
holds: 
  1) nBABABrank 

 1                                                                                 (4.13) 
  2)   nBAIrank n   ;  A                                                                                        (4.14) 
where  A  is the spectrum of A 
  3)     00   dBB Tt , for any finite time interval  t,0   of nonzero measure  
 
Proof: Assume the forced solution of (3.2) under zero initial conditions, namely,   00 0  jj xx ; 
 01 kj  so that : 
 tx                


   duBAp,ttduBtt t
pt
0
1
1
0
0
1 


          
           TpTTTp,t TABABBdup,t,,p,t,p,tt    11100 1     
             p,tp,B,A uCo                                                                                                       (4.15) 
;  0Rt ,  p   after using (3.4)  where          t iiu dup,tt:p,t 0 1  γ are m-vector 
functions  being dependent on the control;  01 pi ;  0Rt , and  
   BABAB:p,B,A p 1 Co                                                                                              (4.16a) 
        TT p,uTuTuu p,t,,p,t,p,t:p,t 110   γγγ  ;  0Rt                                         (4.16b) 
are, respectively, a pmn  real matrix and a real  pm-vector function. Since  the functions in p  are 
linearly independent  and analytic on R ,    Zp  for any given R (with kk  1 - 
Lemma 3.2) then   010   pi:p:: iupu RRγ  ;    Zp is, by construction, a 
linearly independent set of  analytic m-vector functions on a finite nonzero measure time interval 
   Rt,0 for any given R , kk  1  provided that the control is nonzero on some subset of  
nonzero measure of  t,0 . Thus, note from (4.15) that for arbitrary  tx*xn R  for some linearly 
independent set pu on  t,0  defined for some admissible nonzero control   mt,:u R0  the Caputo 
fractional differential system of order   is controllable , independent of  , if and only if  
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  *x,B,Arank Co     n,B,Arankp,B,Arank  CoCo                                                (4.17) 
what follows from Rouché- Froebenius theorem from Linear Algebra. Then, the controllability is 
guaranteed by that of the standard system with 1 k . The equivalence of (4.13) with the spectral 
controllability condition (4.14) follows from Theorem 4.8 and the well-known duality result and the state 
trajectory solution (3.2). The pair  C,A  is observable in the sense that (4.6), equivalently (4.7), holds if 
its dual pair  TT C,A  is controllable. The equivalence of Conditions 1-2 with Condition 3 is proven as 
follows from (4.14). Assume that the control  is generated as    KtBu T    ;  t,0  for some 
mK R . Then, the controllability constraint  
  txx*        KdtBBtt Tt     0 1     
is solvable for any prescribed n*x R if and only if  
      00 1   dtBBtt Tt       00   dtBBt Tt                     (4.18) 
with the control solution being  
          *xdtBBtttBu TtT 10 1
 

     ;  t,0                         (4.19) 
Then , the Caputo fractional differential system of any order   is controllable independent of  on 
 t,0   if     00   dtBBt Tt  . Sufficiency has been proven. Necessity follows by 
contradiction. Assume that  the system is controllable and     00   dtBBt Tt    fails for a 
given  t,0  of nonzero finite measure. Then, the columns of  the matrix function      uBt   are 
not linearly independent vector functions on  t,0  for any admissible control   mt,:u R0 .Then , 
from (4.15)-(4.16) either   nBABABrank 1  which contradicts the controllability Condition 
1or the set pu  is not linearly independent on  t,0  for any admissible control what is impossible if 
  nBABABrank 1 . Then, Condition 3 is equivalent to the equivalent Conditions 1-3.  All the 
proof  may be easily re-addressed for nonzero initial conditions by replacing : 
      


  

1
0
0
k
j
jj
j xtttx*xtx*x                                                                                    □ 
Note that, although the controllability property is independent of  , the control (4.18) depends on  . 
The matrices    BABAB:,B,A 1  Co  and  









1

AC
CA
C
:,C,AOb  are referred to as the 
controllability matrix of the pair (A, B) and the observability matrix of the pair (A,C), respectively, and 
have to be of rank n in order that the standard system by controllable (see Theorem 4.9, Eq.(4.12)), 
respectively, observable (see  Corollary 4.5, Eq.4.6). 
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Remark 4.10. Note from Corollary 4.5 that the rank condition (4.6) requires the necessary condition 
 s/n  which is then a necessary condition for observability. In the same way, the rank condition 
(4.13) in Theorem 4.9  requires  m/n  which is then a necessary condition for controllability.     □ 
 
5. Observability and controllability under non-uniform sampling 
The results of the above section on controllability and observability are now extended for, in general, 
non- uniform sampling. It has proven in Section 4 that if the standard continuous– time system (i.e. 
1 k ) is controllable/observable then, any fractional system of real order  keeps the corresponding 
property  from that of the  standard system. It is now proven that the properties are still kept under non-
uniform sampling for almost all choices of the sampling instants provided that their numbers are non-lees 
than the degree   of the minimal polynomial of the matrix A.  Such generic choices are possible from 
the following important property: the linearly independent matrix/vector functions which expand the 
evolution and control operators defining the state and output trajectory solutions of the Caputo fractional 
system of order  in polynomial functions of the matrix A in (3.1) are Chebyshev systems, [4-7].  
 
Theorem 5.1. Assume that the standard system is observable  with  s/n  (controllable). Then, the 
sampled  Caputo fractional system of order  is observable (controllable) for almost any choices 
of p distinct sampling instants.  
 
Proof: Note from (4.3) and (4.15) that the measurable output of  the homogeneous system of the Caputo 
fractional differential system of order and the transpose of its forced solution under zero initial 
conditions  at  any time  instant Rit are, respectively: 
   p,tty iTi        0xp,C,A....
k
p,C,ADiagBlock








ObOb                                            (5.1)    
       TiTuiT p,B,Ap,ttx Co                                                                                              (5.2)   
   Zp ,    k,k 1 R , with  Zk  where      siTiTskps Ip,tˆp,t   R , with 
  kpiT p,tˆ  1R , and   pmiT p,t  1R . Now, define  
         spkTpkTTTkpp p,ty,,p,ty,p,ty:t,...,t,t Ry   2121                                (5.3) 
          skpspkpkTTTkpp p,t,,p,t,p,t:t,...,t,t  Rβ   2121                             (5.4) 
for some  set  of sampling instants  kpt,...,t,t 21 ; and  
         npmTpkkpp p,tx,,p,tx,p,tx:t,...,t,t  Rx  2121                              (5.5) 
         mppmTpmuuumppu p,t,,,p,t,p,t:t,...,t,t  Rγγγγ  2121                  (5.6) 
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for some  set  of sampling instants  mpt,...,t,t 21 . One gets  from (5.3) via (5.1) and (5.4), and from 
(5.5) via (5.2) and (5.6) the following linear algebraic systems: 
         02121 xp,C,A....kp,C,ADiagBlockt,...,t,tt,...,t,t kppkpp








 ObObβy              (5.7) 
     TmppukpT p p,B,At,...,t,tt,...,t,t Coγx 2121                                                                (5.8) 
 Note that       knkpsp,C,A....
k
p,C,ADiagBlock 








RObOb    is full rank equal to nk  if   
 s/np   and     n,C,Arankp,C,Arank  ObOb (i.e. if the standard system with 1 k is 
observable). A unique solution exists to (5.7) if and only if the set  of sampling instants  kpt,...,t,t 21  
is chosen so that the square real matrix  kpp t,...,t,t 21β  is non-singular provided that 
    n,C,Arankp,C,Arank  ObOb  since then:  
        
















p,C,A....
k
p,C,ADiagBlockt,...,t,tt,...,t,trank kppkpp ObObβy  2121                  
       nkp,C,A....kp,C,ADiagBlockt,...,t,trank kpp 
















ObObβ 21                            (5.9) 
 so that (5.7) is a compatible linear algebraic system (then, the map from knR  to spkR defined via (5.7) 
is injective) leading to a unique solution 0xˆ  being a least-squares estimation of 0x  given by: 
         kppkpTkpkpT t,...,t,tt,...,t,tt,...,t,tt,...,t,txˆ 2121121210 yΩΩΩ              (5.10) 
where: 
      

 








 p,C,A..
k
...p,C,ADiagBlockt,...,t,t:t,...,t,t kppkp ObObβΩ 2121                                (5.11) 
from Rouché- Froebenius theorem for compatibility from Linear Algebra. Then, the observability 
property is preserved from the standard system for such a set of samples.  Also, if 
    n,C,Arankp,C,Arank  CoCo if p , so that the standard system is controllable, then  
           TmppuTmppukpT p p,B,At,...,t,trankp,B,At,...,t,tt,...,t,trank CoγCoγx 212121    
                          n,B,Arankp,B,Arank  CoCo                                                         (5.12) 
in (5.8), if and only if the  set  of sampling instants  mpt,...,t,t 21  is chosen so that the square real 
matrix  mppu t,...,t,t 21γ  is non-singular. Then, the controllability property is preserved from the 
standard system for such a set of samples.  Since the linearly independent  real  matrix vector functions 
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 p,ti and  linearly independent real vector functions  p,tT iuγ ;  01  pi ;  p  of 
domain 0R are also Chebyshev systems,  [4-7] both  kpp t,...,t,t 21β and  mppu t,...,t,t 21γ are 
non-singular  matrices for almost all choices of the sampling instants.                                                □  
 
Remark 5.2. It suffices to choose the sampling instants in Theorem 5.1 as being mutually distinct and 
belonging to real intervals of the form   /,   where R  is arbitrary and   is an upper-
bound of the maximum eigenfrequency of (3.1), i.e. the maximum absolute value of the imaginary parts 
of all the complex eigenvalues of A, if any. Otherwise,  . This procedure guarantees that the 
corresponding coefficient matrices of Chebyshev systems are non-singular, [4-7]. Some choices are 
preferred if computation is required. For instance, it can be suitable to solve the linear algebraic system 
(5.10) so that the coefficient matrix (5.11) be as better conditioned as possible by the choice of the 
sampling instants. Then, the influence of numerical errors in the computation of the solution is 
minimized. It can be also suitable to take a number of sampling instants p large enough to make the 
estimated initial condition sufficiently close to the real one  in the least-squares computation procedure.  □ 
 
For algebraic solvability, it might be possible to reduce the number of sampling instants in (5.7)-(5.8) so 
that the coefficient matrix of the algebraic systems. The procedure is formalized as follows:  
 
Theorem 5.3.  The following properties hold: 
 (i) Assume that the standard dynamic system is observable. Then, the Caputo fractional linear system of 
order   is observable under non-uniform sampling as well from  a set of existing sampling instants 
 nˆt,...,t,t:ST 21 with :nˆ isi nmax1 for a set of integers  0Ζin  fulfilling nkn
s
i
i 1  in such a 
way that each thi  component of the measured output, i.e.  ii ty , is observed at a set of sampling 
instants   STt,...,t,t:ST ini  21 (which is empty if 0in ); si  which fulfils that the coefficient 
matrix  nˆnˆ t,...,t,tˆ 21β  of  - functions, defined below in the proof, of the associated linear algebraic 
system of grouped data  nˆp t,...,t,t 21y is non- singular.  
(ii) Assume that the standard dynamic system is controllable. Then, the Caputo fractional linear system of 
order   is controllable under non-uniform sampling as well from  a set of existing sampling instants 
 nˆt,...,t,t:ST 21 organized in such a way that for each control component  a set of sampling instants  
  STt,...,t,t:ST ini  21 is used, which is empty if (which is empty if 0in ); mi where 
:nˆ imi nmax1 for a set of integers  0Ζin  fulfilling nn
m
i
i 1  provided that the associated coefficient 
matrix is non-singular. 
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Proof. (i) For observability under non-uniform sampling with reduced number of samples, the square 
coefficient matrix of linearly independent  matrix functions (5.4),  i.e.  kpp t,...,t,t 21β ,  of the 
algebraic linear system of equations  (5.7) may be reduced to a minimum order being the less integer non 
less than nk  in order to estimate knx R0 from a set of samples of  ty . The associated algebraic 
problem is  formulated so  that each component  ty i   is observed at a set of sampling instants 
 iniii t,...,t,t 21  si , which can be the empty set for some of the components sj  (and then 
0jn ),  with a choice of the s nonnegative integers in  si  fulfilling the constraint nkns
i
i 1 . 
Since the functions in the coefficient matrix are a Chebyshev system the resulting coefficient matrix may 
be generically constructed as being non-singular for a set of sampling instants  nˆt,...,t,t 21 selected as 
  jiij tnjt   if inj  and jn i ; si , nˆj with isi nmax:nˆ 1 . Eq. (5.1) is replaced by the 
component- to-component corresponding set of equations: 
 
    ijT iii nj,tty    0xGi ; si                                                                                   (5.13)   
where 
    



  ,C,A...,C,ADiagBlock:G Ti
k
T
ii ObOb  ; si                                                  (5.14) 
 so that the whole algebraic system (5.7) is replaced with  
     012121 xG....
s
GDiagBlockt,...,t,tˆt,...,t,t snˆˆnˆp








 nαβy                                      (5.15) 
where 
      sjT sjTnˆˆ nj,tnj,tDiagBlock:t,...,t,tˆ    1121nαβ                          (5.16) 
Then, the mapping from knkn RR   defined from (5.15) is injective if and only if 
  n,C,Arank Ob , requiring  n/s  ,  and, furthermore, the set of sampling instants 
 nˆt,...,t,t 21 is chosen in such a way that   021 nˆnˆ t,...,t,tˆDet β . Infinitely many such sets of 
sampling instants always exist from the property of Chebyshev systems of the functions defining 
 nˆˆ t,...,t,tˆ 21nαβ . 
 (ii) The proof is similar to that of property (i) and then its details are omitted. The guidelines for 
controllability under non-uniform sampling with a reduced number of sampling instants are as follows. 
One proceeds in a closed way the square coefficient matrix  (5.6), i.e.  mppu t,...,t,t 21γ ,  of the 
algebraic linear system of equations (5.8) with a set of nonnegative integers in  mi , related to the 
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input components, satisfying nn
m
i
i 1  and a set of sampling instants  nˆt,...,t,t 21 selected as 
  jiij tnjt   if inj  and jn i ; mi , nˆj with imi nmax:nˆ 1 .                                       □ 
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